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Review No. 97248 - Published 22 Apr 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: OldBagpuss
Location 2: Stoke Gifford
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 19 Apr 2010 16 30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07732844251

The Premises:

Easy to find, close to Bristol Parkway, quiet residential area, easy parking, felt safe, didn't notice
any twitching curtains. Inside the house is very clean and comfortable.

The Lady:

Attractive blonde, shoulder lengh hair about 5'6" curvey body probably about a 12 would say mid to
late 30s silky smooth skin and shaved completely.

The Story:

This was an on the spur booking, in the area with some time on my hands, so gave Nicky a call, she
was available and I was at her door within 15 minutes. Nicky opened the door wearing her "civvy"
clothes, offered a drink, got the paperwork out of the way then Nicky led me to the bathroom and
left me to have a shower ( as agreed on the phone) Nicky returned with a fresh towel having
removed her "civvy" clothes to reveal some rather sexy underwear, helped dry me down paying
special attention to the important bits. She then led me into the bedroom where I was treated to a
short massage, some very nice oral (covered) and then sex in a couple of positions, and to finnish a
very sensuous hand job, with some mild tie and tease, this lady loves to watch a man cum. So a
very satisfying hour(over ran just a bit)in the company of a sexy lady. One thing, she is very chatty,
didn't bother me but if chatty ladies is not your thing then you have been warned. 
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